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1 Executive Summary
Most Internet Platforms are built to exploit digitalisation as a means of drastically reducing
transaction costs that before the emergence of the platform, were considered “givens” in the
respective market.
The notion of (technology) platforms emerged in the 1990s when economists observed various market phenomena of the expanding ICT markets, e.g. a certain standardisation in computer peripherals in order to co-create and co-innovate in ecosystems ranging from microprocessor manufacturers to memory manufacturers and builders of storage devices, graphics
cards, etc.
The more recent notion of platforms moves from the hardware realm to the purely softwarepowered platform that not only creates its own ecosystem, but also plays the role as market
place as well as market actor, which creates a potential conflict of interest with other market
actors who may not have a say in how to shape the market place. To deal with this conflict of
interest and with other possible imbalances in these artificially created markets, platforms establish governance rules whose aim it is to balance the interests of the actors on the platform.
In this deliverable, we present the point of view of a manager of a NIMBLE platform, who is
on the one hand, responsible for the success of that platform (success being defined by whoever owns the platform) and on the other hand, also responsible for those participants who
have taken a stake in the platform by investing time and effort to be able to interact with others on the platform.
That platform manager is interested in ensuring accountability, security, trust, monitoring and
control and – special in NIMBLE – in being able to connect to similar platforms to form a
loose federation of specialised market places. Apart from the above, the manager has further
requirements concerning success factors of platforms and depending on the maturity of the
platform, different metrics need to be used as KPIs to assess whether the platform is becoming a success or whether it is in danger of losing its participant base.
At a high level, the manager is also interested in the pain points of the customers because
these are the places where the platform may add value through addressing these pain points.
For the NIMBLE development team, the challenge is to not only create the interaction capabilities of the platform for the customers by e.g. implementing the execution of standardised
business processes, but also to create the machinery that will allow the platform manager to
exert power in the form of applying governance rules to the platform. Therefore, the initial
management dashboards are not very sophisticated yet, because more effort went into developing primary customer-facing tools. In line with this, our initial validation was a pen-and paper exercise going through the requirements collected in sections 3 to 5 and determining
whether there exists an implementation and to assess its usability.
With the dashboards being mainly informative, but not supporting any larger degrees of interaction, validation was mainly determining the existence of features and less so, the usability
and user-friendliness of the user interface. It is important to point out that this initial validation will be the basis for implementation of further management functionality, and that this
document combines requirements capture and validation, making it the reference point for all
issues related to NIMBLE platform management.
© NIMBLE Consortium (2019)
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2 Introduction
This deliverable was originally not planned for NIMBLE, because the original plan focused
on the roles of the user companies while the role of the platform provider was assumed to be a
“given”. As our understanding of the workings of Internet Platforms grew, we realized the importance of Platform Governance and that much of the success of such a platform rests on
how well the behaviour of users can be firstly, monitored and secondly, managed – if necessary through changes in the interactions between the communities that participate in a multisided platform. We therefore restructured the set of deliverables in WP4 as follows: the original D4.4 (Logistics providers’ point of view) was merged into D4.3 to make space for a validation from the “Platform Manager’s point of view”.
Also, since the project does not have specific platform providers as partners in the consortium, this aspect was under-represented in the requirements phase. The present deliverable
rectifies this problem by covering three aspects:
1. The requirements of a NIMBLE platform provider and manager.
2. The design and implementation of a platform managers‘ dashboard or control room.
3. A validation of Release 3 of the platform, from a platform manager’s point of view.
Requirements for platform management were stated in several places, starting with the original proposal, a short section in D1.1 (use case requirements) and conclusions from workshops
with early adopter companies. Further requirements came from the extensive literature on Internet Platforms, where many aspects are covered under the theme of platform governance.
In sections 3, 4,and 5 of this deliverable, we collect all of these requirements to have them in
one place. Section 6 presents the functionality that is currently implemented in support of
platform management tasks and section 7 gives a critical appraisal of these tools at present
and indicates what will need to be done beyond the current state of play.
The requirements presented in V2.0 of this deliverable have been synchronized with the overall requirements list presented in D4.5 (Validation Summary) and mapped to functionality offered by the platform or planned for releases after R3.0 (June 2018).

3 Requirements for managing a B2B Internet Platform
We distinguish the following groups of requirements for the Platform Manager:
• Accountability Requirements
• Security Management Requirements
• Federation Management Requirements
• Trust Management Requirements
• Information Management Requirements (Monitoring and Control)
In the following subsections, each group is briefly described and then further refined into
lower level requirements. From those, a translation into development issues or a mapping to
existing functionality should be possible.

© NIMBLE Consortium (2019)
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3.1 Platform Accountability Requirements
The platform owners may be held responsible for the actions of organisations using the platform unless they can prove that they exercise due diligence in managing user organisations
and their behaviour. In order to exercise this due diligence, a number of things must be known
through direct inspection or must be derivable from data trails left by the actors.
The following three higher level descriptions illustrate the range of platform management
tasks and the tables that follow, break these up into concrete requirements.
Audit (Transactions) of-Company (Buyer, Supplier, 3rd Party)
The platform manager should be able to review transactions between parties for the purposes
of security or compliance audits. The possible depth of insight must be specified by applicable law (e.g. GDPR in Europe) and by governance rules given by the platform.
Show platform dashboard (# of Companies, # of Transactions, Trading Volume, …)
The platform manager should be able to view important metrics of the platform in order to do
business assessments relating to the economic strength of the platform. Applicable law and
governance rules of the platform should ensure a fair balance of power between the platform
owners and the platform users.
Manage user feedback (all user-facing functions should provide usability statistics and a
back-channel to the development team)
The platform’s customer support should have access to usability metrics gathered from the users of the platform, for the purpose of improving the user experience. The users should have a
direct feedback-channel to the platform’s customer support.
PM-ACC-01
PM-ACC-02
PM-ACC-03
PM-ACC-04

PM-ACC-05
PM-ACC-06
PM-ACC-07
PM-ACC-08
PM-ACC-09

Keep a registry of users that can be (re-)connected to official records if necessary (e.g. for auditing historical data for fraud detection or taxation issues)
Provide a list of business transaction types (negotiating, buying, supplying,
paying, etc)
Provide a taxonomy of user roles associated with business transaction types
Keep a registry of user actions: user U acting_for firm F in role R doing action A at time T
[acting_for(U,F,R,A,T)]
Keeping this type of information has privacy implications and requires data
anonymisation
Keep a record of all business transactions that happen via the platform; offer
different levels of aggregation / anonymity for these, keeping to strict rules
of privacy
Make visible to users, a record of the number of platform transactions per
user, per company (aggregates over hours, day, week, month, year)
Keep a record of the monetary value of the transactions per company, etc.
Provide any user with an immediate feedback option that also records the
user context in which the feedback was given
Allow any form of feedback and try to index the feedback according to a
taxonomy (feature request, bug report, help request, complaint …)

Note: a business transaction (on the platform) is any single service that the platform provides
and that a user company would view as a "unit of value". E.g. searching for a supplier of some

© NIMBLE Consortium (2019)
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product is a service; closing a deal after some negotiation is a service; monitoring a production machine is a service; etc.

3.2 Security Management Requirements
Security has to be managed at four levels:
• Cloud services
• Platform services
• Participant company level
• Participant user level
Here, we focus on those security aspects that must be managed at platform level and that can
neither be delegated upwards, to the cloud provider, nor down, to the participant company or
user level. A very important group of requirements is connected to GDPR: since the platform
gathers user and company it is a data processor and therefore subject to GDPR.
PM-SEC-01
PM-SEC-02
PM-SEC-03
PM-SEC-04
PM-SEC-05
(NFR)
PM-SEC-06
(NFR)
PM-SEC-07

The platform manager must be able to comply with his/her obligations as a
GDPR Data Processor.
The platform manager’s account must be auditable to ensure compliance
with GDPR rules and with other regulatory compliance (e.g. taxation rules)
The platform manager’s account must be retrievable and there must be a
substitute available at all times, to ensure that there is not a “single point of
failure” in the system.
It should be possible to configure “honey pots” as a pro-active security
strategy.
Data storage should be designed in a modular and segmented manner to
make data theft “expensive” for the attacker (small rewards for high effort).
The platform manager role subsumes the following sub-roles: privacy management; platform security management; platform operational management
The platform’s security officer should have access to a dashboard that
shows the threat vectors which the platform is experiencing.

Note that the above list shows only the perspective of the platform manager and that a much
larger number of security requirements has actually been collected in WP6 (Security). For a
consolidated mapping of requirements over the whole project, we refer readers to deliverable
D4.5. Section 5 of that deliverable is devoted to a tabular consolidation of all requirements
that were specified in the first phase of the NIMBLE project. That consolidated list shows
mappings between equivalent or similar requirements coming from the DoA, from the use
cases, from the platform manager, and from analyses of technical specifications of the
backend services for existing Internet Platforms.

© NIMBLE Consortium (2019)
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3.3 Federation Management Requirements
It is foreseen in the design of NIMBLE that platforms instances need to be kept interoperable
in order to strengthen the notion of an eco-system in which social and socio-economic values
are shared. There is an open API that supports collaboration between different NIMBLEbased platform instances, as well as connection with third party services.
PM-FED-01
(NFR)

The NIMBLE Open API must, as a minimum requirement, support search,
negotiation, contracting and fulfilment across platform instances of NIMBLE.

Further, more detailed federation management requirements can be found in D2.1.2 (2018)
and – as mappings – in the summary of all NIMBLE requirements, in D4.5, Section 5.

3.4 Trust Management Requirements
Trust measures and trust algorithms are dealt with in the on-going task T6.3. From a high
level view, the platform manager is interested in the following trust measures:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Overall trust-level of users in “their” platform
Trust perception of non-users, vis-à-vis the platform (e.g. likelihood of joining)
Binary trust measures (company to company)
Trust asymmetries: 1-to-1, group-to-group (e.g. manufacturers vs. logistics providers)
Quality of negotiation (from initial query to closed contract)
Quality of contract fulfilment (compared with agreed terms)
Quality of information exchange (possibly also exchanges to/with users outside)

PM-TRUST-01
PM-TRUST-02
PM-TRUST-03
PM-TRUST-04
PM-TRUST-05
PM-TRUST-06
PM-TRUST-07

There must be an algorithm that measures an overall level of trust for
the platform. Can possibly be done as a confidence rating for a transaction to be successful. 100% would be the maximum.
There should be an algorithm that measures the perceived trust of nonusers, concerning transactions happening on NIMBLE.
There must be an algorithm to calculate the trust level between A and
B, and B and A respectively.
There should be an algorithm to detect trust imbalances that go beyond
individual firms and that point to larger-scale discrepancies between
constituencies on the platform
There must be a measure of effectiveness for firms getting from the
state of entering negotiation, to the state of closing a deal successfully.
There must be a measure of satisfaction for firms, for getting from the
state of having closed a deal, to fulfilment of its terms, i.e. a measure of
how well the contract was honoured by both sides.
There should be a measure of quality for any information exchange
happening inside the platform, and also for any information exchange
happening between platform and external, non-users. The platform
should be perceived as a constituency of highly trustworthy partners
and the metrics must objectively measure that level of trustworthiness.

© NIMBLE Consortium (2019)
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3.5 Information Management Requirements (Monitoring and Control)
The need to manage information flows leads to the following requirements:
1. At the level of companies, technical administrators should be able to connect digital
output of machine sensors, to the data channel functionality so that the contractual
data channel management is supported.
(Cross-reference to data channel requirements)
2. Also at the level of companies, local management should be able to monitor which
data channels are open, and should be able to control them (i.e. open/close).
3. At the level of platform management, the platform manager should also have the ability to monitor and control such information flow. This is needed e.g. for the case
where breaches of security at local level are putting other users and the platform itself, at risk.
Implementationally, information channels can be used for M2M, O2O (software objects, e.g.
through API calls), and B2B communication. For the platform manager it must therefore be
possible to monitor and control these channels in a case of emergency. At the same time, access to these functions must be audited and restricted in order to avoid misuse. For M2M and
O2O information channels, it is unclear whether the platform manager needs any management
rights. However, where B2B information channels are involved (i.e. via NIMBLE), the Platform Manager’s responsibilities do require these rights.
PM-INF-01

(Info-Flow-Monitoring) Platform manager must be able to monitor any
B2B information flow that is originally enabled by NIMBLE
PM-INF-02
(Info-Flow-Control) Platform manager must be able to halt / restart any
B2B information flow that is originally enabled by NIMBLE.
PM-INF-3
Any intervention in B2B processes at Platform level must be auditable
Declaring connectivity between sensors and machines at local level in order to later connect
them to NIMBLE-supported business processes requires NIMBLE to keep a map of assets of
that company. This is – according to current design – an element of NIMBLE that would run
locally, as an adapter between the platform API and any local ERP/MES. Therefore, there is a
need for an asset virtualisation framework that helps NIMBLE to keep maps of local edge devices and their connectivity with NIMBLE.
PM-INF-4

The platform manager must have access to a repository of local edge
devices that are or have been, used in B2B data exchanges between
companies, via NIMBLE. Current connectivity must be monitor-able
and past connectivity must be accessible through logs.

4 Governance Mechanisms and Metrics
The notion of “platforms” is by no means new, and it typically involves some form of technological standardisation and modularization in order to make it feasible for third parties to invest in additional products that will be interoperable with the platform and thus strengthen the
ecosystem of the platform.
Gawer & Cusumano (2002) give the example of Intel’s development of the PCI bus (Peripheral Component Interface) to make it possible for third parties to develop add-ons such as
sound cards and graphics cards. A leading technologist of Intel at that time in the 1990s

© NIMBLE Consortium (2019)
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pointed out that Intel were dependent on external innovation in order for Intel’s own innovations to even give value to end customers.
Ballon & van Heesvelde (2011) are among the first to point at the regulatory issues that need
to be considered in conjunction with ICT platforms. They propose a typology of platforms
along two dimensions: control (or not) over assets; control (or not) over customers. This gives
rise to four types of platform:
• Neutral: no control over assets and no control over customers (e.g. PayPal)
• Broker: no control over assets, but control over customers (e.g. eBay)
• Enabler: control over assets, but no control over customers (e.g. Intel)
• Integrated: control over (most) assets and control over customers (e.g. iPhone)
According to the above classification, we would see NIMBLE as an enabler platform with
some integrator capabilities because it has control over most of the assets, but is by and large,
agnostic about the customers. However, since joining the platform does require a certain investment on the part of the customer, there is also a degree of control over the customer.
Evans and Gawer (2016) offer a different taxonomy, distinguishing between:
• Transaction platforms – a technology, product or service that acts as a conduit (or
intermediary) facilitating exchange or transactions between different users, buyers, or
suppliers.
• Innovation platforms - a technology, product or service that serves as a foundation
on top of which other firms (loosely organized into an innovative ecosystem) develop
complementary technologies, products or services.
• Integrated platforms – a technology, product or service that is both a transaction
platform and an innovation platform. This category includes companies such as Apple,
which has both matching platforms like the App Store and a large third-party developer ecosystem that supports content creation on the platform.
• Investment platforms – Investment platforms consist of companies that have developed a platform portfolio strategy and act as a holding company, active platform investor or both.
With its focus on business processes in supply chains, NIMBLE would qualify as a transaction platform with significant provisions to be also an innovation platform.

4.1 “Platform Manifesto”
In the Internet Platform literature of today, hardware is not at the focus of attention, but rather, social interactions that are enabled by networked services, irrespective of the communication devices. This has led to some important abstractions that are also relevant for NIMBLE. Choudary (2015) describes a number of characteristic features of platforms in his “Platform Manifesto” (Choudary 2015, p35-47). We have taken the theses from this manifesto and
mapped them to NIMBLE. This gives us a starting point to assess whether as a platform,
NIMBLE is on the right path and whether we can e.g. influence the actors on the platform in
order to induce “good governance”. The following table is the result of this exercise:

© NIMBLE Consortium (2019)
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Platform Manifesto Thesis
The ecosystem is the new
warehouse

Where in NIMBLE?
Asset virtualisation helps to optimise the size of physical inventories – NIMBLE data channels enable transparency over
multi-level supply chains
The ecosystem is also the
Ready-made business processes to be executed partly autonew supply chain
matically
The network effect is the
We offer core interactions and services – however, the netnew driver for scale
work effects are yet to be seen on NIMBLE
Data is the new dollar
Data as a means of reducing transaction cost for the community – NIMBLE has a cautious approach in light of privacy/security concerns
Community management is Has to be organised for each platform instance separately –
the new human resources
we should identify interaction mechanisms that can be supmanagement
ported across platforms
Liquidity management is the Inventories can be kept small if supply and demand are balnew inventory control
anced – the platform can mediate to achieve this balance
Curation and reputation are Reputation and trust measures, metrics and rankings to foster
the new quality control
good governance
User journeys are the new
NIMBLE is potentially disruptive here: current linear supply
sales funnels (and they are
chains are fixed because of trust amongst established partoften non-linear vs. pipeners and high risk / friction of changing supply chain.
lined)
Distribution is the new des- Not actively supported in NIMBLE. In B2B scenarios, this
tination (users are reachable aspect may be less influential, but it may also be that we
by more than one channel)
have not understood it yet, here.
Behaviour design is the new In NIMBLE subject to experimentation – at present, (Reloyalty programme (from
lease 2 of 8), users are not sufficiently attracted by the user
lock-in to opt-in)
experience. Releases 3-4 should tell us more.
Data science is the new
We partially agree: data science is a tool to analyze behavbusiness process optimisaiour in value networks. However, it needs a sufficient scale
tion
of interactions not yet reached here.
Social feedback is the new
We agree and therefore, social feedback should be made
sales commission
measurable in trust, reputation and ranking.
Algorithms are the new de- We agree. This is crucial because the algorithms not only
cision makers
govern individual behaviour, they also define whether the
playing field is level or not.
Real-time customisation is
We agree. The actual measures of customisation will differ
the new market research
from one platform instance to another, and should not lead to
the closing-off from the federation.
Plug and play is the new
This may be true for pure data and digital content platforms.
business development
In the world of manufacturing, plug and play has to include
physical devices and IoT.
The invisible hand is the
We agree. And again, because the “invisible hand” also denew iron fist
cides whether the playing field is fair to everyone, it should
become more visible!
The platform manifesto is a good starting point for consideration of the overall scope of functionalities that an Internet Platform like NIMBLE would have to address. We derive the following high level requirements from it:
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Platform Manifesto Thesis
The ecosystem is the new
warehouse
The ecosystem is also the new
supply chain
The network effect is the new
driver for scale
Data is the new dollar
Community management is
the new human resources
management
Liquidity management is the
new inventory control
Curation and reputation are
the new quality control
User journeys are the new
sales funnels (and they are often non-linear vs. pipelined)
Distribution is the new destination (users are reachable by
more than one channel)
Behaviour design is the new
loyalty programme (from
lock-in to opt-in)
Data science is the new business process optimisation
Social feedback is the new
sales commission
Algorithms are the new decision makers
Real-time customisation is the
new market research
Plug and play is the new business development
The invisible hand is the new
iron fist

Resulting High Level Requirements for NIMBLE
Asset virtualisation (in the form of semantic models)
NIMBLE data channels (transparency over supply chains)
UBL and seClass based business processes can be executed partly automatically
Negotiation and business transactions must be supported
as core interactions.
Information needs in a platform are high in order to reduce
friction, but must be moderated in NIMBLE, by European
legislation and legitimate IPR concerns of firms
Basic interaction mechanisms must be supported across all
platforms. Specialised interactions will be needed but
should not “break” the basic interaction mechanisms.
Inventories can be kept small if supply and demand are
balanced – the platform should provide mechanisms to
achieve this balance, e.g. by tracking and tracing of goods.
Reputation and trust measures, metrics and rankings to
foster good governance à see trust; see governance.
NIMBLE must provide matchmaking on the basis of relevant supply chain partner information, together with relevant product characteristics à see information needs of
platform customers.
This aspect is particularly true for informational goods. In
B2B scenarios, this aspect may be less influential, but it
may also be that we have not understood it yet, here.
At present, (Release 2 of 8), users were not attracted by
the user experience. The overarching requirement is to
achieve a convincing B2B workflow User Experience.
The system must have tools to analyse user behaviour during core interactions.
User feedback must be supported directly, must be analysed and should result in trust, reputation and ranking.
All algorithmic decision making should be auditable.
(There are likely to be conflicts of interest concerning the
degree of transparency)
With asset and product virtualisation, end consumers can
influence actual production and design of new products
In NIMBLE, this should be called “plug and create value”.
The open API and data channels are our current answer.
Since the “invisible hand” also decides whether the playing field is fair to everyone, it should become more visible! à see above: algorithms must be auditable.

From the above high-level requirements in the right-hand column, we now derive requirements for platform core services (PCS-xxx-nnn) or other requirements, e.g concerning governance (GOV-yyy-nnn). In small print, we keep the manifesto thesis that triggered the requirement, in order to trace the requirements definitions.
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PCS-ASV-01
The ecosystem is the new
warehouse

PCS-DC-01
The ecosystem is the new
warehouse

PCS-UBL-01
The ecosystem is also the
new supply chain

PCS-ECL-01
The ecosystem is also the
new supply chain

PCS-NEG-01
The network effect is the
new driver for scale

PCS-NEG-02
The network effect is the
new driver for scale

PCS-CON-01
The network effect is the
new driver for scale

PCS-CON-02
The network effect is the
new driver for scale

PCS-BTX-01
The network effect is the
new driver for scale

PCS-BTX-02
(NIMBLE T5.6: Agent supported negotiation)

PCS-INF-01
Data is the new dollar

PCS-INF-02
Data is the new dollar

PCS-PRV-01
Data is the new dollar

PCS-BAS-01
Community management is
the new human resources
management

PCS-BAS-02
Community management is
the new human resources
management

PCS-BAS-03
Community management is
the new human resources
management

PCS-BAS-04
Community management is
the new human resources
management

© NIMBLE Consortium (2019)

Users must be able to achieve asset virtualisation in order to automate information flows in business transactions.
NIMBLE must provide data channels for informational exchange at
M2M, O2O and B2B levels, for transparency over supply chains.
UBL and eClass based business processes can be executed partly
automatically
UBL and eClass based business processes can be executed partly
automatically
Users must be able to engage in business negotiations that lead to
formal contracts.
Users must be able to close items of agreement in an iterative manner. Closed items of agreement shall be called clauses of a contract.
Users must be able to receive formalised contracts as the result of
negotiations. This will be a core asset of NIMBLE because it now
enables business transactions according to UBL.
Users must be able to view each element of agreement in a contract.
These elements of agreement shall be called clauses of the contract.
Users must be able to specify an execution plan for a business transaction. NIMBLE shall provide default execution plans for standard
business transactions.
Given a company policy, a NIMBLE agent should be able to partially automate the negotiation and execution of standard business
transactions.
The platform as data processor, needs to gather behavioural data
from all participants in order to ensure good governance.
The platform needs to share a good proportion of behavioural data
with the data subjects in order to support value creation
The platform as data processor, needs to ensure that data subjects
are protected from damages caused by data leakages.
User registration: All users must first be registered before any activity can be done, except for search in public catalogues (can be done
anonymously)
Company registration: All companies must first be registered before
they can become active on the platform
Catalogue publishing: A company must be able to publish a product
or service catalogue
Entity search: a registered user from a registered company must be
able to search for:
• Companies
• Products
• Services
• Users in specific roles (e.g. contacting the sales person)
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PCS-BAS-05
Community management is
the new human resources
management

PCS-ADV-01
Community management is
the new human resources
management

Liquidity management is
the new inventory control
Curation and reputation are
the new quality control

PCS-ADV-02
User journeys are the new
sales funnels (and they are
often non-linear vs. pipelined) NIMBLE T5.6
Distribution is the new destination (users are reachable
by more than one channel)

PCS-USR-01
Behaviour design is the new
loyalty programme (from
lock-in to opt-in)

PCS-DAT-01
Data science is the new
business process optimisation (NIMBLE Task 3.6)

PCS-DAT-02
Data science is the new
business process optimisation (NIMBLE Task 3.6)

PCS-DAT-03

Contract negotiation: a registered user from a registered company
must be able to engage in a contract negotiation leading to a closed
deal, in the case of mutual agreement.
Specialised interactions: when new interactions are designed then
they must either be defined via UBL constructs or via the NIMBLE
open API. Advanced services that break the basic interaction mechanisms may be disabled by the platform owner à cross-reference
with PM-GOV-05.
Measuring high quality interactions between participants à crossreference PM-LIQ-01
Reputation and trust: metrics and rankings to foster good governance à cross-reference trust; governance; information quality
NIMBLE must provide matchmaking on the basis of relevant supply chain partner information, together with relevant product characteristics and possibly, logistics options.
This aspect is particularly true for informational goods. In manufacturing B2B scenarios, this aspect may be less influential, because
physical goods still need to be physically moved to destinations.
Users must have a convincing B2B workflow User Experience.
(This is at present, a severe weakness of the system!)
The system must have tools to analyse user behaviour during core
interactions.
The system must have tools to analyse company behaviour over
time
The system must have tools to analyse production data

Data science is the new
business process optimisation (NIMBLE Task 3.6)

PCS-USR-02
Social feedback is the new
sales commission

PM-GOV-06
Algorithms are the new decision makers

ADV-CFG-01
Real-time customisation is
the new market research

PCS-API-01
Plug and play is the new
business development
The invisible hand is the
new iron fist

© NIMBLE Consortium (2019)

User feedback must be supported directly, must be analysed and
should result in trust, reputation and ranking.
All algorithmic decision making should be auditable.
(There are likely to be conflicts of interest concerning the degree of
transparency)
With asset and product virtualisation, end consumers can influence
actual production and design of new products. Companies should be
able to connect configuration tools to the NIMBLE platform
There must be a set of API calls to extend NIMBLE functionality
without breaking core interaction mechanisms. In NIMBLE, this
should be called “plug and create value”. The open API and data
channels are our current answer.
Since the “invisible hand” also decides whether the playing field is
fair to everyone, it should become more visible! à see above: algorithms must be auditable. Cross-reference: PM-GOV-06
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4.2 Viral Growth Requirements
In order to ensure growth of the NIMBLE platform we design interactions that make the use
of the platform attractive to manufacturing SMEs. Our potential market is at this stage, clearly
outside of the NIMBLE platform and for any growth to occur, we need incentives for companies to join NIMBLE.
Choudary (2015, p272) reduces viral growth to four fundamental questions which should be
addressed by the design of the platform and its interactions:
1. Sender incentives – why will users spread the word about the platform?
The underlying design question is how users can send units of value out of the platform, to other networks?
2. Spreadable core value unit – what is the minimal transferable unit that can be moved
to an external network?
3. External network – where will the unit of value from the platform meet current nonusers outside the platform?
4. Recipient incentives – why will a non-user on an external network convert to a user on
the platform?
At present, planned-for minimal transferable units in NIMBLE are the product/service descriptions published as company catalogues; manufacturing capabilities described in the company profile; compliance with standards and best practice (e.g. certificates of origin or PPAP
level compliance) and quality and trust assessments given by customers and by the platform if
it acts as an objective critic of all participants.
PM-VG-01
PM-VG-02
PM-VG-03

Product and service catalogue items should be accessible by public URLs
and indexable for search engines in order to attract outside interest to
NIMBLE
Company descriptions should be accessible by public URLs and indexable for search engines in order to attract outside interest to NIMBLE
“Units-of-value” could be tenders addressed to players in specific supply
chains – in order to qualify for tender they would have to join NIMBLE

4.3 Governance Mechanisms
Based on the metrics gathered from the platform, the platform manager needs to be able to
steer behaviour of groups towards some – possibly dynamic – optimum. The platform literature suggests to follow certain principles and among these are:
§ Always create value for the customers you serve
§ Don‘t use your power to change the rules in your favour
§ Don‘t take more than a fair share in the wealth created by the platform
Good governance should minimise damage from market failures. Four types of market failure
can occur
§ Information asymmetry, e.g. fake branded goods
§ Externalities, i.e. dynamics that are beyond the platform manager’s direct control –
these can be positive (gain) or negative (loss)

© NIMBLE Consortium (2019)
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§
§

Monopoly power, when one side of the market becomes too dominant
Rise in risk, increasing the uncertainty whether interactions will end badly or well

4.3.1 Governance Tools and Algorithms
Tools for Governance are typically laws, norms, architecture of the platform, and the set-up of
markets. In data-driven platforms, an increasing number of laws and norms can be algorithmically enforced.
Tiwana (2014, p.119) distinguishes three dimensions of platform governance:
1. Division of authority and responsibilities between platform owner and app developers
2. Control over accepting or rejecting apps (in the case of NIMBLE, kinds of businesses)
3. Pricing policies, i.e. how to share the value created via the platform
Tiwana also distinguishes four control mechanisms that are available for Governance:
• Gatekeeping – predefined criteria who can join the platform
• Process – incentives for desirable behaviour; requires reliable monitoring
• Metrics – to measure performance targets; metrics must be objective
• Relational – shared values between platform owner and platform constituency
This leads us to the following governance requirements:
PM-GOV-01
PM-GOV-02
PM-GOV-03
PM-GOV-04
PM-GOV-05

Gate-keeping: the registration process must include checks to ensure that
only trustworthy entities join the platform
Process: entities on the platform must have serious intention to use the
platform. Trial phases must be possible, but must be signaled to others.
Metrics: all metrics used by the platform should be auditable by regulators.
Relational: the values to be shared for NIMBLE platforms are kept upto-date by an independent regulatory entity that is governed by the NIMBLE mission statement.
Gate-keeping: The platform manager must be able to switch off and remove services that break basic interaction mechanisms of the platform.

As can be seen, the requirements for governance range from algorithmically enforceable
methods to organisational measures and even to external regulatory entities.
4.3.2 Applying “Lessons learned” so far, to Governance
Lesson learned 1: is to do continuous validation work of the NIMBLE business services, by
investigating the usability of NIMBLE in accordance to following themes, broken down into
different principles in accordance to ISO 9241 (see p. 3 above).
Lesson learned 2: the NIMBLE platform must reach a level of maturity i.e. it must become
an attractive B2B-platform, before external users (SMEs) will want to get involved to validate
future possibilities of NIMBLE concerning collaboration and enhanced value throughout the
value chain.

© NIMBLE Consortium (2019)
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Lesson learned 3: most end users are familiar with existing well-known platforms such as
Amazon and Ali Baba, and therefore individuals base their expectation of NIMBLE core
functions on their previous experiences. This makes it important to handle and meet the expectations in the future releases diminishing the expectation gaps in order to make the users
committed. It also points to using current platforms as benchmark for further development of
functions for UX.
Lessons learned 4: the governance and ownership of the NIMBLE platform are important aspects for attracting future users and to ensure sustainability of the platform. There is a need to
continue the work on investigating “who” will own NIMBLE and how NIMBLE should be
governed. A process for this is outlined and reported in this section.
Lessons learned 5: It is essential in the development of NIMBLE to continue to involve partners and the use cases in the development process and support a sense-making process for
mutual understanding, hence internal communication must improve in order to create engagement, trust and commitment. This is part of the risk management for the project per se. The
agile work process also mandates close interaction and communication. To support this better,
we use besides e.g. e-mail and phone calls:
-

Atlassian JIRA for the management of software development issues, in weekly to
monthly sprints.
Atlassian Confluence (wiki) for document sharing, project information, meeting
notes, agendas and status reports.
Slack for quick communication during the agile process, for transparency of the different WPs work. Here it is possible to upload documents, write short comments and
make calls. In this way, the development process becomes more transparent, and
makes it possible to gather fast feedback on various issues, and hence co-creation.

© NIMBLE Consortium (2019)
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4.4 Management Metrics
Although membership figures can be misleading, they do give the platform owner some indication of the market that the platform is in principle, already able to reach. However, the most
relevant figures are those that measure activity on the platform. In particular, the rate of interaction success will indicate whether the platform creates value for the participants. Therefore,
any metrics connected with contributing factors to successful interactions need to be taken
into consideration.
4.4.1 Requirements for Metrics of the Start-up Phase
According to Parker et al (2016) platforms in the start-up phase need to focus on a high rate of
high quality interactions between a growing number of participants. The relevant metrics are
Liquidity – possibly still with a small number of participants, but with a high interaction rate;
Matching quality – which needs excellence in product/service curation; and Trust with the
aim of minimising risk for the participants. e.g. through reviews.
PM-LIQ-01

PM-MQL-01

The platform manager must be able to see the “Liquidity” of the platform
as a metric comprising the following figures:
• Number of participants (companies)
• Number of successfully agreed contracts
• Number of successfully fulfilled contracts
• Number of companies not having taken part in any contracts
• Ranking of interaction pairs according to frequency, trading volume, satisfaction level.
The platform manager must be able to assess the matching quality of the
platform as a metric comprising the following figures:
• Number of successfully agreed contracts
• Number of successfully fulfilled contracts
• Number of unsuccessful negotiations with no follow-up
• Number of unsuccessful negotiations vs agreed contracts
• Number of fulfilled contracts with quality complaints

For trust measures, we refer to the set of requirements already defined elsewhere.
4.4.2 Metrics for the Growth Phase
Producer-to-consumer ratio (but only for those who are active)
Interaction failure à important to realize when things go wrong
„distance“ between producers and consumers e.g. for feedback
PM-P2C-01

PM-IAF-01

The platform manager must be able to assess participation trends on the
platform through metrics comprising the following figures:
• Number of products offered on the platform
• Coverage of eClass and distribution of sales over eClass items
• Number and kind of products offered but not sold
• Number and kind of products sought but not offered
The platform manager must be able to search for root causes of interaction failures through metrics comprising the following information:
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PM-IAF-02

• For stopped negotiations: which side stopped the negotiation?
• For stopped negotiations: what caused stopping the negotiation?
• For unfulfilled contracts: which side complained about what?
• For unfulfilled contracts: what caused the transaction to fail?
The above must be supported by questionnaires to the parties, with
“closed” questions (selectable standard options) and “open” questions for
analysis by humans or AI techniques.
The platform manager must be able to assess participation intensity on
the platform through metrics collected per company:
• Number of published catalogue items, over time
• Number of initiated product or service searches, over time
• Trading volume as supplier, over time
• Trading volume as buyer, over time
Aggregated figures can be used to derive participation intensity vs. platform growth, either in terms of participation or trading volume.

4.4.3 Metrics for the Maturity Phase
When a platform matures, its ecosystem will become more stable and thus attract late-comers.
At this stage, it is important that the platform mobilises the innovative power of its constituency and despite being large and possibly heterogeneous, the governance mechanisms should
have a high signal-to-noise ratio in order to keep the ecosystem vibrant and immune from
negative externalities.
PM-MAT-01

PM-INN-01

The platform manager must be able to assess participation trends on the
platform through metrics comprising the following figures:
• Size of companies joining over time
• Number of companies joining over time
The platform manager must be able to assess behaviour changes on the
platform through metrics comprising the following figures
• Hot-spots: changes in transactional behaviour of groups
• Requests for changes, improvements of the platform
• Interaction types falling into disuse
• Companies leaving the platform
• Companies reducing activity on the platform
• Companies strengthening activities outside the platform

© NIMBLE Consortium (2019)
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5 Business Needs of Platform Customers
According to a questionnaire sent out for NIMBLE’s Ambassador scheme, user companies of
NIMBLE would like to know the following about a potential customer / provider to start a
business (first orders) relationship:
PC-INF-01

PC-INF-02

PC-INF-03

PC-INF-04

The platform customer should have access to the following general information about prospective business partners:
• complete details (name, address, sector of activity, etc.), main activity, area of influence, VAT number,
• Type of company, history and commercial references (other providers / other clients, reputation) the competition, habitual providers and company brief history.
• Production capacity, turnover, growth expectations.
• Potential consumption, purchase specifications, machinery, facilities, and production location.
• Contact information / mail head buyer
• Quality and safety guarantees
• Troubleshooting channel
The platform customer should have access to the following information
about Terms and Conditions of the prospective business partner:
• payment method,
• packaging, transport,
• Incoterms,
• deadlines delivery,
• delivery address,
• purchase volume,
• special requirements if they exist,
The platform customer should have access to the following information
about the Economic Situation of the prospective business partner:
• Balance sheets, current profits, reputation reports,
• Commercial and financial report, commercial solvency information
• Solvency and risk classification
• Payment method
The platform customer should have access to the following information
about the Product Portfolio of the prospective business partner:
• Type of product, style, complete portfolio of products / services.
Product Catalogue with technical data sheets
• Type of components
• Operative from Pre-purchase / sale, buy / sell and post-purchase /
sale
• Furniture designs in AutoCAD
• Price and delivery time per product

So these requirements should also be added to the Platform Management’s Requirements
portfolio because they potentially contribute to the success of the platform.
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6 Management Dashboards available in NIMBLE
At present, all data concerning management of the platform is implemented as analytics reports over log data, with a scalable refresh rate. In some cases, logs are checked every 10 seconds and the refresh rate can be set by the platform administrator. The reports are based on
the log files of identity-service, catalogue-service and business-processes-service that are fed
into the ELK Stack, with Kibana for the visualization.
There are four levels of management reporting:
• User Activity Report – companies, users, transactions, etc.
• Service Health Report – applications or services up/down, data space usage, etc.
• Security Dashboard – unusual behaviour detection, failed logins, etc.
• Technical level log analysis – programmable queries over system logs
The user activity report will be augmented by event-based reporting through microservices
that will take the necessary information directly from the live databases.

6.1 User Activity Report
This dashboard shows on timelines, event and accumulated counts of the events: logins, registered users & companies, submitted catalogues and business-processes (transactions).
Additionally, the data is also listed in tables.

© NIMBLE Consortium (2019)
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6.2 Service Health Report
This service is more directed at the management of service levels and may in many cases be
delegated to the cloud service provider where the platform is hosted.

6.3 Security Dashboard
This dashboard is similar to the User activity report, but it queries more table fields and it
monitors in particular, failed logins as an indication of possible security threats.
The Security dashboard can be improved by also sending the IP-address of the Login attempt
in the JSON content. Furthermore, tracking of a unique IP from which the requests comes
would allow us to match a location on the map to a geo-ip.

© NIMBLE Consortium (2019)
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6.4 Log Analysis Desk
The log analysis desk is directed at technical staff who may need to audit system performance
or any other platform activity

In the visualisations above, we can see various log data taken from the microservices that
make up the NIMBLE platform. All of these logs can be further analysed through the ELK
stack (see D3.6 Data Analytics for further information) and several of the current dashboard
are driven by such log analyses.

© NIMBLE Consortium (2019)
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7 Validation of the Management Facilities of NIMBLE Release 7
In this section we validate the current functionality w.r.t. the major requirements identified for
NIMBLE:
• Platform Accountability
• Security Management
• Federation Management
• Trust Management
• Information Management
• Governance Mechanisms
• Management Metrics
We use the requirements tables of the relevant sections and add a third column in which we
describe the degree of conformance in Release 3.0 of the system.

7.1 Platform Accountability - Validation
PM-ACC-01
PM-ACC-02
PM-ACC-03
PM-ACC-04

PM-ACC-05
PM-ACC-06
PM-ACC-07
PM-ACC-08
PM-ACC-09

Keep a registry of users that can be (re-)connected to official records if necessary (e.g. for auditing historical data
for fraud detection or taxation issues)
Provide a list of business transaction types (negotiating,
buying, supplying, paying, etc)
Provide a taxonomy of user roles associated with business
transaction types
Keep a registry of user actions: user U acting_for firm F
in role R doing action A at time T
[acting_for(U,F,R,A,T)]
Keeping this type of information has privacy implications
and requires data anonymisation
Keep a record of all business transactions that happen via
the platform; offer different levels of aggregation / anonymity for these, keeping to strict rules of privacy
Make visible to users, a record of the number of platform
transactions per user, per company (aggregates over
hours, day, week, month, year)
Keep a record of the monetary value of the transactions
per company, etc.
Provide any user with an immediate feedback option that
also records the user context in which the feedback was
given
Allow any form of feedback and try to index the feedback
according to a taxonomy (feature request, bug report, help
request, complaint …)

© NIMBLE Consortium (2019)

Yes
Registration
Implicit, available from logs
Yes
Keycloak +
core services
Partly available from logs
Yes, basic records are available
Work in progress
yes
Yes, available
since R1.0
Not yet implemented
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7.2 Security Management - Validation
PM-SEC-01
PM-SEC-02
PM-SEC-03
PM-SEC-04
PM-SEC-05
(NFR)
PM-SEC-06
(NFR)
PM-SEC-07

The platform manager must be able to comply with
his/her obligations as a GDPR Data Processor.
The platform manager’s account must be auditable to ensure compliance with GDPR rules and with other regulatory compliance (e.g. taxation rules)
The platform manager’s account must be retrievable and
there must be a substitute available at all times, to ensure
that there is not a “single point of failure” in the system.
It should be possible to configure “honey pots” as a proactive security strategy.
Data storage should be designed in a modular and segmented manner to make data theft “expensive” for the attacker (small rewards for high effort).
The platform manager role subsumes the following subroles: privacy management; platform security management; platform operational management
The platform’s security officer should have access to a
dashboard that shows the threat vectors which the platform is experiencing.

Work in progress
Work in progress
Work in progress
Not implemented yet
By design via
microservice
architecture
Work in progress
Basic functionality available

Concerning the first two requirements relating to GDPR, we are designing a number of features as on-going work in WP6. For example, a user can legitimately ask to be removed from
the platform if he/she is no longer working with the platform, for whatever reason. However,
in order to comply with other regulations, it must be possible for NIMBLE to reconstruct who
was in charge of a specific transaction at a time when the user was still active on the platform.
Such information should require a specifically authorised query and that query should yield
the person’s encrypted ID. Depending on the circumstances (e.g. checking the identity of a
person who is suspected of some wrong-doing) a further query could simply be “Was person
XYZ the owner of this transaction?” and the answer would only have to be a yes or a no.

7.3 Federation Management - Validation
PM-FED-01
(NFR)

The NIMBLE Open API must, as a minimum requirement, support search, negotiation, contracting and fulfilment across platform instances of NIMBLE.

Work in progress

This functionality is subject to further testing, particularly in WP5 when advanced usages of
the platform will be enabled. It is also subject to further development as new connectivity requirements arise. At the platform management level, we are primarily concerned with actual
usage patterns of the API calls and these can be gathered from logs.
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7.4 Trust Management - Validation
PM-TRUST-01

PM-TRUST-02
PM-TRUST-03
PM-TRUST-04

PM-TRUST-05
PM-TRUST-06

PM-TRUST-07

There must be an algorithm that measures an overall
level of trust for the platform. Can possibly be done
as a confidence rating for a transaction to be successful. 100% would be the maximum.
There should be an algorithm that measures the perceived trust of non-users, concerning transactions
happening on NIMBLE.
There must be an algorithm to calculate the trust
level between A and B, and B and A respectively.
There should be an algorithm to detect trust imbalances that go beyond individual firms and that point
to larger-scale discrepancies between constituencies
on the platform
There must be a measure of effectiveness for firms
getting from the state of entering negotiation, to the
state of closing a deal successfully.
There must be a measure of satisfaction for firms, for
getting from the state of having closed a deal, to fulfilment of its terms, i.e. a measure of how well the
contract was honoured by both sides.
There should be a measure of quality for any information exchange happening inside the platform, and
also for any information exchange happening between platform and external, non-users. The platform
must be perceived as a constituency of highly trustworthy partners.

Done
Work in progress
Done
Work in progress
Done

Done

Done

7.5 Information Management - Validation
PM-INF-01
PM-INF-02
PM-INF-3
PM-INF-4

(Info-Flow-Monitoring) Platform manager must be
able to monitor any B2B information flow that is
originally enabled by NIMBLE
(Info-Flow-Control) Platform manager must be able
to halt / restart any B2B information flow that is originally enabled by NIMBLE.
Any intervention in B2B processes at Platform level
must be auditable
The platform manager must have access to a repository of local edge devices that are or have been, used
in B2B data exchanges between companies, via
NIMBLE. Current connectivity must be monitor-able
and past connectivity must be accessible through
logs.
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Possible via logs
Work in
progress
Possible via logs

Work in
progress
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7.6 Governance Mechanisms - Validation
PM-GOV-01
PM-GOV-02
PM-GOV-03
PM-GOV-04

PM-GOV-05

Gate-keeping: the registration process must include
checks to ensure that only trustworthy entities join
the platform
Process: entities on the platform must have serious
intention to use the platform. Trial phases must be
possible, but must be signaled to others.
Metrics: all metrics used by the platform should be
auditable by regulators.
Relational: the values to be shared for NIMBLE platforms are kept up-to-date by an independent regulatory entity that is governed by the NIMBLE mission
statement.
Gate-keeping: The platform manager must be able to
switch off and remove services that break basic interaction mechanisms of the platform.

Manual check at
present
Separate Platform instances
Work in
progress
Work in
progress
Work in
progress

7.7 NIMBLE Platform Management Metrics - Validation
PM-LIQ-01

PM-MQL-01

PM-P2C-01

The platform manager must be able to see the “Liquidity” of the platform as a metric comprising the
following figures:
• Number of participants (companies)
• Number of successfully agreed contracts
• Number of successfully fulfilled contracts
• Number of companies not having taken part
in any contracts
• Ranking of interaction pairs according to frequency, trading volume, satisfaction level.
The platform manager must be able to assess the
matching quality of the platform as a metric comprising the following figures:
• Number of successfully agreed contracts
• Number of successfully fulfilled contracts
• Number of unsuccessful negotiations with no
follow-up
• Number of unsuccessful negotiations vs
agreed contracts
• Number of fulfilled contracts with quality
complaints
The platform manager must be able to assess participation trends on the platform through metrics comprising the following figures:
• Number of products offered on the platform
• Coverage of eClass and distribution of sales
over eClass items
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Available

Work in
progress
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•

PM-IAF-01

PM-IAF-02

PM-MAT-01

PM-INN-01

Number and kind of products offered but not
sold
Number and kind of products sought but not offered
The platform manager must be able to search for root
causes of interaction failures through metrics comprising the following information:
• For stopped negotiations: which side stopped
the negotiation?
• For stopped negotiations: what caused stopping the negotiation?
• For unfulfilled contracts: which side complained about what?
• For unfulfilled contracts: what caused the
transaction to fail?
The above must be supported by questionnaires to
the parties, with “closed” questions (selectable standard options) and “open” questions for analysis by humans or AI techniques.
The platform manager must be able to assess participation intensity on the platform through metrics collected per company:
• Number of published catalogue items, over
time
• Number of initiated product or service
searches, over time
• Trading volume as supplier, over time
• Trading volume as buyer, over time
Aggregated figures can be used to derive participation intensity vs. platform growth, either in terms of
participation or trading volume.
The platform manager must be able to assess participation trends on the platform through metrics comprising the following figures:
• Size of companies joining over time
• Number of companies joining over time
The platform manager must be able to assess behaviour changes on the platform through metrics comprising the following figures
• Hot-spots: changes in transactional behaviour
of groups
• Requests for changes, improvements of the
platform
• Interaction types falling into disuse
• Companies leaving the platform
• Companies reducing activity on the platform
• Companies strengthening activities outside
the platform
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Work in
progress

Available

Available

Work in
progress
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8 Conclusions
The initial validation consisted of a check of currently implemented platform management
functionality. While the conceptual model distinguishes between a number of platform success factors, the current implementation is very pragmatic distinguishing only between the
“health status” of services, a registry of users and companies, a dashboard with basic security
level indicators, such as the number of failed logins, and a facility for directly analysing the
system logs, using the ELK stack.
Further work will address the implementation of more advanced features, ranging from the
list of metrics specified here, to tools that enable the platform manager to change the behaviour of platform participants. This work will partly be done as continuation of WP3 and partly
as advanced services being developed in WP5.
All requirements listed in this document are also mapped and cross-referenced in the consolidated requirements repository that was issued as section 5 of D4.5 the closing deliverable of
WP4 (Validation and Experimentation with the NIMBLE Platform).
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